Packie Manus Byrne was born on 17th February,
1917, on a farm in Cockermore near Ardara, County
Donegal. “Aye”, says Packie, “I was born in the heart’s
blood of the mountain, seven miles from the nearest village
or town.” He was the youngest of four children.... “We’d to
walk four miles over the mountain to get to school, and my
feet didn’t see a pair of shoes till I was nine!”
The farm was one of few in a small community of Gaelic-speaking tenant farmers on
land ravaged by brutal winters. “If they’d squeezed the water out of our land we’d have but
ten acres out of thirty.”
Music was the main form of entertainment wherever people gathered together. “Well,
there was little else to do to keep you out of trouble. I remember going away over to my
sister’s farm to see the cattle. I took Charlie Waters with me expecting to be but an hour or
two. We were holed up for four days in a deserted house till I had every damn song he ever
knew, and vice versa!”
Packie’s life was filled with the songs and stories of those around him. His mother was
a fine singer, as was Gran-Uncle Pat and Gran-Aunt ‘Big’ Bridget Sweeny. Every household
had a musician in those days and there’d be a sooty, blackened fiddle hanging on the flag
across the wall over the hearth. Packie’s father, Con Byrne was a matchmaker and would
often be called across the mountains to discuss the merits of a suitable woman over a drink.
“He was bred into compulsive talking and could always persuade any listener of the virtues
of a particular wife: ‘That woman’d take music out of a fresh loaf!’ he’d say.” He was himself
a fine singer though he preferred comedy songs and supplied plenty of comic material for
Packie’s stories. He gave Packie many songs, amongst them a marathon with twenty four
verses to it that Packie had once sung as slowly as he could while his dad was waiting to
get away to a Poteen gathering, until he leapt up saying, “That’s not a song, that’s a bloody
endurance test!”
Packie has always been a mischief maker, and calls himself a ‘professional liar’. He
once joined the eminent folk buffs and collectors on an RTE programme and sat back to
watch the hue and cry as they debated the true origins and antiquity of a particular air that
Packie himself had just finished scribbling not a few hours earlier... “Never let the truth get
in the way of a good story,” he says. I hope that mischief and humour sparkles throughout
this collection of songs and tunes. This collection represents some of Packie’s finest work.
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‘An Eightieth Birthday Tribute’
(The Living Tradition issue 20, 1997)
written by John Moulden
Packie has now virtually
stopped singing and whistle playing
because of lack of breath, but he
still makes a good hand at telling
stories, anywhere, at the drop of a
hat and the more outrageous the
better. He is easily the most
complete performer, with the
broadest repertory of anyone I
know: musician, singer of silly
songs, singer of ballads, entertainer,
novelty artist, raconteur, creator
as well as carrier - a living treasure
who wears his talent lightly. As a
result it has never truly been
recognised that his verve and
passion for entertaining hid the
most profound and accomplished
artistry and the greatest breadth of
knowledge of the tradition of his
area - and in general.

Julie McNamara

Packie in pensive mood - Keele 1965

Packie’s first appearance on the English folk scene came in 1964 when he found
himself performing at a festival at Cecil Sharp House as a replacement for the famed
Donegal fiddler, John Doherty who had a phobia about crossing the sea..
But this wasn’t Packie’s first trip to England. Colin Irwin picks up the story in his
1975 ‘Melody Maker’ article, ‘Old tin whistle pest’:
Packie comes from a typical farming family and though they weren’t in poverty
straights there wasn’t any money spare. Self-made music was the only entertainment
and it was a regular feature of family evenings, while the flow of people to and from
Donegal to Scotland ensured there was a movement of songs between the two places.
“I haven’t the foggiest idea of how or when I started playing. There were quite a
few instruments around the area where I was brought up and I just picked up and
found I could play, but I don’t know why. It was the same with songs’ they were all
around, and you just got to know them. It was a bit backward there but it was a happy
existence. I know I used to play the fiddle and I may not be the world’s worst fiddle
player but I’m the second worst.”
In 1937 he followed the trend of his contemporaries and came to England where
he got a job in the Midlands “driving horses on the railway”. He’d already decided he
didn’t want to be a farmer (“Farmers have to be clever, and I could never see the
future well enough to be a farmer”).
At home the only sort of music he’d heard was traditional, but in England he
became exposed to and infatuated by the dance bands. Through a variety of jobs from
working on a building site, to a salesman, hotel porter, and stock man with horses’
Packie also acquired a talent for playing saxophone and picked up some extra cash as
a freelance musician. He played with Jack White, the first band to play ‘Music While
You Work’, and he also has vivid memories of winning a pound on a radio programme
called ‘Beat the Band’ by singing a song that Norrie Paramour didn’t know.
“I could never read a note of music. I’d get somebody to play it for me first time
round and next time I’d know it. I never got any recognition, 25 shillings was a good
night’s pay and I was doing all sorts of odd jobs inbetween like gardening.”
On one occasion he went on stage announced as Patrick Ryan, a notable Irish
musician of the time who was unable to appear at the last moment and Packie was
urgently summoned to go on in his guise. All was well until a sharp-eyed young girl in
the audience spotted his true identity. “Mummy,” she yelled, “That’s the man who dug
our garden.”
He returned to Ireland to look after his sick brother and the traditional songs he’d

The Songs ...........
The Creel (Child 281)
The Keach in the Creel, to use
its full title, was known in 14th
century France as Du Chevalier
a la Corbeille and belongs to
a class of balladry so beloved
by the chroniclers of the period
Boccaccio and Chaucer. In
Scotland the tale is known as
The Wee Toon Clerk and Gavin
Cathy Stewart, Isabel Sutherland, Fred Jordon, Packie,
Greig and James Duncan noted
over twenty versions of the song Alec Stewart & Belle Stewart - Keele Folk Festival 1966
from one small area of Aberdeenshire alone. It is song number 317 in their ‘Folk Song
Collection Vol. 2’ (1888). The famous Harvard ballad scholar, Frances James Child
didn’t approve of the morality of the ballad but he did included in his ‘The English and
Scottish Popular Ballads Vol.V’ (1983). Later collectors, working for the School of
Scottish Studies, have also collected several good versions. Packie had his version,
which may have arrived originally in Ireland by way of Scottish settlers, from Jim Doody,
a farm labourer who worked around Corkermore some sixty-odd years ago. MY
Lament to the Moon
Sweet Silvery Moon, or Lament to the Moon as Packie prefers to call it, possibly came
from an early 19th century stage play. The song appeared on an English broadside that
was issued by Jackson of Birmingham and a version collected by Alfred Williams in
Gloucestershire some time before the Great War bears a striking similarity to the words
on Jackson’s sheet. Williams included the text in his ‘Folk Songs of the Upper Thames’
(1923) and the English music scholar Ann Geddes Gilchrist noted in her copy of
Williams’ book that the music to the song was composed by one J W Turner in 1847.
According to Packie, there are at least a dozen airs to the song, including this one which,
he believes, comes from the Glens of Antrim. Packie calls this a ‘round the fire song’,
meaning that it is the sort of song which would be sung at home during the long winter
evenings, and although several singers in his parish knew the song, he recalls that he
had the words from Sarah Hegarty of Donegal. MY

The Big Ship
The tune Coming through the Rye has probably been set by Packie. The song is often
called The Boat That Took Me Over. The Leitrim singer, Thomas Moran was recorded
by the BBC in the 1950s singing this to a different tune, while I heard it differently again
from Fergus Woods of Belfast who had learned it in the 60s from Tommy McCabe of
Monaghan. It is published in Robert Wright’s ‘Irish Emigrant Ballads and Songs’
(Bowling Green, Ohio, 1975), and in John Moulden’s ‘Thousands are sailing’ (Portrush,
Ulstersongs, 1994). Packie does a good job of this one. JM
McCaffery
This song, still highly popular, concerns an event that occurred on Saturday 14th
September, 1861, at Fulwood Barracks near Preston in Lancashire, when Private
Patrick McCaffery shot and killed the Depot Commandant, Colonel Hugh Denis Crofton,
and the Depot Adjutant, Captain John Hanhan. McCaffery, an 18 year old who had
been born in the vicinity of Kildare in Ireland, and who had lived for a short while in
Belfast’s Shankill Road, was a member of the 32nd (Cornwall) Regiment of Foot (Light
Infantry) - not the 42nd (Black Watch) Regiment, as the song says. On the previous
day McCaffery had been on guard duty when Hanhan ordered him to take the names
of three children who had been playing outside the Officers’ Mess. Windows had been
broken there previously, but McCaffery only obtained one name. Hanhan, who appears
to have held a grudge against McCaffery, charged McCaffery with neglect of duty and
ordered that he spend the night under guard in the cells. On his release the following
morning, McCaffery took a shot at Hanhan, but the bullet passed through Colonel
Crofton before striking Hanhan. Both officers died later from the single shot.
McCaffery’s trial took place on 15th December, and he was publicly hanged at
Kirkwood, Liverpool, on 11th January 1862.
McCaffery’s case was not unique. In 1861 several sergeants and officers had
been shot by men from the lower ranks. The Army was still smarting from the aftermath
of the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny, and was not held in high regard by the general
public. Also, thousands of Irish people had fled the famines in Ireland to settle in
Lancashire - many, like McCaffery, joining the British Army - and so it was no surprise
to see that McCaffery’s ballad soon found a ready and sympathetic audience. It is
often said that the song was banned by the British Army, no soldier being allowed to
sing it openly, but this was not so; and over the years, many a serviceman came to
know of Patrick McCaffery and the events leading up to his untimely demise. MY

The Rich Man’s Daughter
Several ballads which Professor Child included in his ‘English and Scottish Popular
Ballads’ are concerned with the theme of incest between a sister and brother, and in
both Sheath and Knife (Child 16) and Lizie Wan (Child 51) the ballads end with the
sister’s death at the hands of her brother. R. S. Thomson has suggested that these
ballads stem from a scandal which occurred in the French Court of Henry of Navarre
and which, no doubt, was soon a topic of conversation throughout Europe. The Rich
Man’s Daughter clearly belongs to this group of ballads, although Packie’s ballad has
not been reported elsewhere. Packie learnt it in 1946 from Tom O’Connor of Cork
when they were both employed as cattle drovers and he uses an air that is related to
the well known Boyne Water family of tunes. The final moralising verse may be a later
addition. MY
Rambling Irishman (Laws H4)
A broadside song that has spread widely throughout Britain, Ireland and North
America. In English versions the central character is usually a ‘roving journeyman’ who
travels either to London or else to Exeter, rather than to Philadelphia, the city
mentioned in Packie’s song. It could be that Packie’s version has been influenced by a
recording made in the 1930s by the Irish singer John McGettigan (reissued on the CD
I’m Leaving Tipperary - Globestyle ORBD 082), who was then settled in Philadelphia
where he performed in his own bar, the grandly named ‘McGettigan’s Home of Irish
Music’. The Reverend Baring-Gould found the song being sung at the beginning of the
twentieth century in the west of England and versions of the song continue to be found
today, especially on the lips of gypsy and traveller singers, including members of the
Brazil family of Gloucestershire and Sheila Stewart of Blairgowrie. MY

learned as a child were resurrected and his singing won him competitions at festivals
and song collector Sean O’Boyle collected some songs from him and he continued to
sing with some success at festivals. He vowed never to have any more to do with pop
or dance band music and when he returned to England in the early Sixties, the folk
revival was underway in earnest and there was a natural place for Byrne within it.
“The folk scene was lovely in those days. It’s still very nice and there’s nothing I’d
rather do than be in it, but there seemed to be more companionship when I started out.
There didn’t seem to be so many people trying to get on the merry-go-round. Nobody
ran a folk club for profit, and everyone was trying to promote traditional music......”
After his first deputising appearance at Cecil Sharp House, Packie was offered a
half dozen bookings and he kept getting booked for the next couple of decades. The
English Folk Dance & Song Society made an LP of his songs, tunes and stories in
1969 entitled ‘Packie Byrne’ (EFDSS LP1009), and in 1975 Mike Yates recorded some
of Packie’s greatest ballads which Topic Records issued as ‘Songs of a Donegal Man’
(12TS257). This was a milestone, which confirmed Packie as a fine traditional singer!
Over the years he worked mainly on his own (apart from a spell playing with piper
Felix Doran), although in later years he teamed up and toured with American harpist
Bonnie Shaljean, and recorded an LP in 1977 on the Dingles label (’The Half Door’
Din 302).
Packie has announced his retirement several times over the past thirty odd years,
mainly due to ill health, but has usually made a comeback!
This year (2002) he has decided to
travel again from his homeland to
the (English) National and Sidmouth
Folk Festivals.
Long may he feel inclined to travel
from ‘Donegal & Back’!
Some of the luminaries of the Folk
Music Revival c.1970
l to r: Martin Wyndham Read, Terry
Potter, Nic Jones, Packie, Dave Bland,
Toni & Dave Arthur

(You're always sure to) Meet an Irishman
A song which probably originated in the Music Hall - maybe American (to go by the Big
Grand Coolee Dam reference, but that may have been added later) rather than Irish or
British, but a search through a few of the obvious collections has not clarified anything.
Typically for such songs, it is in high good humour: the reality was different. JM
The Highwayman Outwitted
John and the Farmer, John Sold the Cow, Well Sold the Cow and The Yorkshire
Bite are all titles for this well-known ballad which, since its inception towards the end of
the 18th century, has spread throughout Britain and North America. The ballad is
related to The Crafty Farmer (Child 283), only in this ballad it is the farmer, not his
servant, who outwits the would-be highwayman; and also to The Farmer of Chester
which is especially popular with English gypsies and country singers (Charlie Stringer
has a good version on the CD Songs Sung in Suffolk - Veteran VTC2CD) . According
to Packie, “The song was going around long before I was born. My mother and father
both knew it and, in fact, before I left home I thought that everyone in the whole world
would know it.” MY
Come, Come Away
A song probably made for consumption in respectable parlours accompanied by the
strains of the genteel piano. However, this sort of song was far more popular among
Irish traditional singers (as well as those in Britain) than has been admitted. It's of a
type which originated early in the twentieth century. JM
The Shirt my Father Wore
Another Music Hall song, probably Irish or British, but it might just might have been
made by one of the people. JM
Where is My Norah
This appears in six verses and a chorus on a ballad sheet by John Nicholson who
worked from Church Lane in Belfast from 1884 until about 1919, where it is surmounted
by a woodcut of a demure bride. It probably dates from the late 19th century and
appears, from an identical title, to have been in the repertory of the Music Hall artist P.J.
Ricks (‘Sing us one of the Old Songs: a guide to popular song’ 1860-1920 - Michael
Kilgarriff (1998). However, I can find nothing about Mr Ricks. But for Packie this song
would have sunk without trace. JM

The Barnyard
Mike Yates describes how Packie was very keen for him to record this as he felt that
the song was a true picture of the events it describes. I would not be surprised to find
that Packie found this as a poem and set it to the almost stately air (which has an
indefinable, yet familiar rather English style) As he sings it, he gives the somewhat
pretentious words the dignity that a truly serious performance and a fine performer can
impart. JM
The Old Leather Britches
Known variously as The Old Leather Britches, Paddy Haggerty’s Old Leather Britches
or Pat and the Breeches, this is a song that can be dated to 1854, when it was
published in a songster by a Dublin printer called Muggo. Other printers, including
Birmingham of Dublin, Fortey and Hodges of London and Ross and Walker of
Newcastle, issued the song on broadsides, and collected sets have turned up in many
parts of Ireland, England - Fred Hamer noted it in Bedfordshire from a singer called
David Parrott - and Newfoundland as well as other parts of Canada. MY
The Drummer Boy of Waterloo (Laws J1)
The Battle of Waterloo (1815) spawned a number of songs, perhaps the best-known
being the immensely popular The Plains of Waterloo (there are a dozen versions in the
Greig /Duncan collection, for example). The sentimental Drummer Boy of Waterloo,
another product of the broadside press, has similarly turned up repeatedly throughout
the English speaking world. Also titled Young Edward or Edwin of Waterloo, Sam
Henry noted it in Ulster and American collectors have found it being sung from the
seaports of Nova Scotia to the Ozark and Appalachian Mountains, probably as a result
of it being printed in ‘The American Songster’ (Philadelphia, 1850) and ‘The Forget-Me
-Not Songster’ (New York, 1857). MY
The Shores of Loch Erne
Not to be confused with the better-known Loch Erne Shore, or William and Eliza as it is
sometimes known, this beautiful lament of lost love is set in the vicinity of Loch Erne in
County Fermanagh and seems to be something of a rarity these days. Dominic Behan,
who must have known the piece, used the tune for his well known song The Patriot
Game. MY
Cod Liver Oil
According to Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger in their book ‘Till Doomsday in the
Afternoon’ (1986), Dr De Jongh’s celebrated Cod-Liver Oil was the subject of an
intensive advertising campaign in the 1880s, and the inspiration for this well known
stage song, which remains popular today in Ireland, Scotland and North America. MY

For a further and fuller insight into Packie’s fascinating
and turbulent life, read his excellent biography,
‘Recollections of a Donegal Man’ compiled and
edited by Stephen Jones and published by
Roger Millington, 1989
ISBN 0 9514764 0 8
There are three more of Packie’s songs available on
CD from the LP ‘Songs of a Donegal Man’ on Topic’s
‘Voice of the People’ series::
The Holland Handkerchief on TSCD653
Molly Bawn on TSCD656
Young Alvin on TSCD667

Packie with Inishowen singer
Breda McKinney - 2001

Veteran would like to thank the following for help in compiling this booklet:
Malcolm Taylor (EFDSS), Mike Yates, John Moulden (UlsterSongs), Julie McNamara,
Tom Munnelly (Department of Irish Folklore) Colin Irwin, Katie Howson and of course
Packie himself.

The Tunes ...........
Several of Packie’s songs have eluded proper identification, and their apparent
rarity makes them of particular interest.
As for the tunes, again we have gone down many a blind alley when trying to trace
them. This was perhaps because Mike Yates, when recording Packie, specifically
asked him to play tunes that he had only heard once or twice, and most of these were
from the area around his home in Donegal. One that has been recognised is:
Slieve Na Mban, The White Mountains is the air to a classic song which laments
the Irishman’s wait for the French to invade and release them from English rule.

Michael Gorman
Felix Doran
& Packie
Keele - 1965

